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Abstract 
 
Denials of Service (DoS) attacks are one of the major threats and areconsidered as one of the hardest problem in the internet 
today. Another variant of this is the Distributed Denial of Service (DDos) which is even more powerful because of its 
distributive nature. The main objective of this article is to prevent or protect a machine from being affected from these attacks. 
This article consists of a series of Denial of Service attacks on a target machine and proposes an algorithm which prevents Dos 
attacks. This algorithm has three(3) layers through which the requesting client goes through for efficient authentication. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Denial of Service (Dos) attacks is one of the greatest attacks an intruder can perform. Dos attacks mainly 
focus on running out the client’s resources so that he will not be able to service a request which is coming on from a 
legal or a legitimate user who is not an intruder. The intruder basically targets the client on his weak or you may say 
it as an advantage of the internet, the network bandwidth and its connectivity. The intruder or you may say the 
attacker targets these open points and floods 1000’s or millions of packets so that the machine gets either crashed or 
dies servicing all those request, if the machine chooses to service the packets the machine will waste all the time by 
just servicing them which may include connection or data request packets and will not be able to service the clients 
who are genuinely wanting service from the machine. 
 
Dos attacks can be branched into categories based on the perspective of attacks being performed. They are Network 
Level, Application Level, Operating system Level and finally Data Level. We don’t go much deep into the level but 
just provide a brief details about them.In this paper we have performed a DoS attack on a client machine and we 
have tried to give a layered based approach to prevent the DoS attack. The prevention algorithm basically takes in 
three layers and the user requesting has to pass all the three layers of protecting so that he can gain access to the 
request. 
 
Following this introduction the paper is sectioned or progressed in this manner. Section II deals with a Literature 
survey, Section III deals with the DoS attack performed on a client machine as a target, Section IV deals with the 
Prevention Algorithm or Approach for DoS attacks and Finally conclusion and Reference. 
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2. Literature Review 
The major threat in DoS attacks is the mass amounts of packets, rather than the contents in the packets. 
The main problem of these attacks is the debasement of normal network protocols. Flooding Dos attacks create a 
problem in today’s network architectures. Overthrowing the use of network protocols- transmission control protocol 
(TCP), user datagram protocol (UDP) enabling the attacker to thwart the services provided by the victim, by 
generating huge amounts of traffic on the victim and its routers, enabling them to crash instantly[5]. The packets 
involved in these attacks are not easily traceable and tractable because of the large volume of the packet. For 
example- the TCP SYN flooding is used to subvert the TCP protocol exploiting the three way hand shake principle 
[1][2]. There are myriad solutions devised to prevent these Dos attacks. For instance [3] suggest stronger 
authentication. 
 
Between various communicating nodes across a network. Alternatively[4] proposes that the network resources 
should be divided into classes of services, higher the cost of services ensures that the attacker will not be able to 
afford to create a Dos attack. Alternatively [5], proposes that the network and routing infrastructures need to be 
more robust especially in securing the server. These techniques do not give us a complete solution for prevention of 
Dos attacks. For instance, strong authentication (preventing from Dos attack) creates an open chance for Dos attack 
due to the computational load required for the defense. Payment technique assumes that the customer is ready to 
pay for the various levels of service, at the same time the customer is being forced to pay huge amount of money for 
these services (sometimes refusal of payment itself leads to Dos to the customer).Eventually, it is often the poor 
software development approaches leading to the release of the server applications and services that could be ruined. 
Statistical monitoring networks [6][7] ,monitors the network continuously and detect sudden surge in the traffic of 
the network. A benefit of this approach, one alert will cover a number of attack packets, eventually reducing the 
load on the network due to these attacks. Alternatively, the congestion algorithm techniques are used for the 
detection of Dos attacks such as in[2][7]and [8] use the existing congestion algorithms in routers for the detection of 
sudden surge in the network ensuring quality of service ,in detecting Dos attacks. These two approaches are not the 
ideal solutions for preventing Dos attacks. Statistical methods require human intervention in monitoring the 
networks for surges, so they are both labor intensive and inefficient.  
2.1. Packet monitoring using TTL Approach 
 In this algorithm, hop count filtering (HCF) is used to detect the Dos attack in a network. The data packets 
are monitored continuously over the network (using statistical methods) and three parameters are extracted from 
that packets, a) SYN flag, b) TTL and c) Source IP [12]. There are four possible cases for each packet evaluation: 
 
Case i. If a data packet is received and it contains information of IP2HC table, extract the parameters such as SYN 
flag, TTL and source IP. If the source IP is already present in the table and SYN flag is set HIGH, then calculate 
hop-count using TTL information. If the calculated hop-count of the matches with the stored value of hop-count in 
IP2HC table then do nothing. Or else, update the stored hop-count field in IP2HC table with the new hop-count for 
that source IP. [9] 
Case ii: If the SYN flag is set HIGH but the source IP does not exist in IP2HC table then calculate the hop-count, 
create a new entry for this new IP and store the calculated hop-count for the corresponding IP in IP2HC table. 
Case iii: If the SYN flag is set LOW and source IP exist in the IP2HC table, then calculate the hop-count. If the 
calculated hop-count matches with the existing hop count in IP2HC table for the corresponding IP then this packet 
is real or else this packet is being spoofed. 
Case iv : If source IP information is not present and the SYN flag is LOW in IP2HC table then it is sure that this 
received packet is spoofed because every genuine packet always have a valid IP information of the source in IP2HC 
table. 
This algorithm only uses the information of SYN, source IP and TTL of the packet. Using TTL value, hop-count is 
calculated which is then compared with the stored of value of hop-count in IP2HC table. Using these three 
parameters, the authenticity of a received data packet is being analyzed. Hence detecting the spoofed data packets, 
the server can simply ignore these packets and serve a genuine user [10]. The drawback of this algorithm is, it 
requires continuous monitoring of packets travelling over the network. 
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2.2. Anomaly Detection using Entropy 
Analysis of random data is best done by using Entropy or Shannon-wienner index theory. This is used to measure 
the uncertainty or randomness present in the data. Entropy is the degree of randomness. More randomness in the 
data implies more entropy. If the data in the packet belongs to one class, the entropy will be lesser and if the data in 
the packet belongs to many classes, the entropy will be larger. So the headers of the sampled data has been analyzed 
for IP and Port and their corresponding entropy is calculated [11][13]. The entropy will be less if the data is coming 
from one IP or Port. IP or Port both can be used to calculate the entropy. If we use IPs only for computing the 
entropy, then the maximum value of entropy will for IPV4. If the Ports are also used then the maximum value of 
entropy will be quite large. The change in entropy creates a chance to track the traffic and its different sources. A 
threshold can be defined for the detection of DDoS attack (Distributed Denial of service). If the entropy of the 
packet increases beyond that threshold, the system should generate an alert for DDoS attack. This can be extended 
to multilevel DDoS detection. 
3. Performance Analysis of DoS Attack 
Dos attack could be performed in any platform, here a special platform called Kali Linux has been used. Knowledge 
of various shell commands like slow Loris, hping3, flooddhcp6, flood_router6, eth0, smurf6 must be known for 
creating a denial of service attack. A simple Dos is been performed in kali Linux which made the local machine to 
froze itself. Basically the one line command :(){ :|:& };: asks the operating system to keep opening process very fast 
for an infinite period of time and eventually at one point of time the system gave up. 
Type1: Install the slow Loris package in Kali Linux using the following commands like vim 
slowloris.pl,chmod777slowloris.pl.Next create flooding of packets using perl slowloris.pl–
dnshttp://10.0.0.110.8000 which is shown in figure3.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.0 
 
 
Figure 3.0 Figure 3.1 :Type 2: Another way to Flood the 
server is by using hping3–c 100000–d120 –s –w 
64 –p 21 shown in fig 3.1 
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Figure 3.2Type 3: To obtain 100% packet loss
use–flood–rand-source10.0.0.110. With DHCP
flood the server using flood_dhcp6 –n -1 –d 10.0.
4. Proposed Scheme 
The user has to pass through three layers of a
Layer 1: Puzzle:It is a known fact that all D
puzzle solving layer where only a human c
algorithms that can be used: 
Method 1: Dot and shape:This puzzle involv
shape to be drawn, the user has to then draw 
Method 2: Integer Arithmetic:The user is giv
Method 3: Enter the string:The user is given
with total possible words of 2^4 and the total
Layer 2: Mac Filtration: This layer consis
these tables are stored in the Access Point (A
Algorithm: 
 
 
If(request from x ) //x is a machine 
{ 
 
MACofX = getMAC(x); Found = false;
While( All the entries in Intruder’sTable
{ 
 
If( MACofX == AnyEntry) 
 
{ 
 
DenyRequest(MAC
 
Return; 
 
} 
} 
 
While (All the entries in Legal Table) 
 
{ 
 
If (MACofX == AnyEntry) 
 
{ 
 
Found = true; 
 
count = getcount ( MACofX ); // count-> no
 
addinIntruder’sTable(MACofX
 
else count++; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 3.3Type4: Flood the routers inst
  using flood_router6 eth0.Finally flood t
0.110  using smurf eth0 10.0.0.110. 
uthentication techniques 
oS attacks are performed by user generated code. So 
an solve it because of its randomness. The followi
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that shape connecting that dots. 
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 possible strings of 2^8=256. 
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} 
 
If( Found == false) addinLegalTable(MACo
 
} 
 
We get the MAC address from the requested
1. Check that address in the Intruder’s table. 
2. Check that address is present in the legal c
present in the legal clients table, then the m
exceeds five then this mac address is stored i
Now both these tables are flushed every 5 m
An example of which is shown in the table 
Table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1                                                               
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 
 
Trie Declaration: struct trienode{int value;trienod
The list of MAC addresses being used here (figure
Before Optimization: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4   
Tree Traversal:Once radix tree has been c
by traversing the tree. From the root node, t
above table. So the left child of the START n
down to the next node which is 40. Then we
fX); 
 client and two checks are done, 
If found then deny request.  
lients table in the access point. If the mac address of t
ac address is given service of maximum of ten tim
n the intruders table. 
inutes so that a legitimate user is always given acce
below. Figure 4.0 represents Legal table, figure 4.1 r
                           Figure 4.2 
e t *children[size];}; 
 4.3) for representing a Trie Data Structure as follows. 
After Optimization: 
 
 
 
     Figure 4.5
onstructed using TRIE data structure, MAC address 
raversing starts. Let us consider obtaining the MAC1
ode is 1A. Once we reach the left sub tree of the start
 traverse the left child of 40 to obtain 3C. Then we 
he machine is not 
es .If this count 
ss multiple times. 
epresents Intruder 
 
could be obtained 
 address from the 
 node we traverse 
traverse down the 
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path where we pass nodes like 11 FF E3. Once the leaf node is reached (E3 in this case) we print the values of 
traversal nodes to obtain the MAC address. 
Thus overall traversal could be summarized as, 1A->40->3C->11->FF->E3 
Layer 3: Cryptography Based Authentication:Here we use RSA Algorithm in which each user has 2 public and 
private key pairs say (U1, V1) and (U2, V2). Consider two parties User1 and User2 are going to authenticate each 
other.Here 2 pairs of keys are used because the user2 while authentication reveals his private key V2, and if User1 
itself is an intruder then User2 is in a robbed state right? Hence two pairs of keys are used. 
The following algorithm is used for authentication with above data where User2 (j) authenticates to User1 (i): 
Step 1:User2 with the known public key say Ui2 of User1, Encrypts his private key which is Vj2 and sends the 
cipher to User1. 
Step 2:User1 now decrypts the message with the public key Uj2 of User2. 
Step 3:If(Uj2 x Vj2 == 1) Then User2 is the right person. 
Else Discard the further request of the user. 
Step 4: Now if authentication is successful then User2 changes his 2nd key pair (Uj2,Vj2).With the above algorithm 
both User1 and User2 can authenticate each other. 
Conclusion 
It is thus irrefutably said that DoS attacks and DDoS attacks are a series problem in the internet today and it 
challenges the behavior of the internet which provides a wide variety of use to the client. In this article, we explored 
to achieve a view of the variousDoS attacks performed in a client’s machine and we have tried to protect these 
Denial of Service attacks. The proposed algorithm outstrips the existing algorithms in terms of retrieval time taken 
to identify legitimate users and intruders are abstained from the server.The proposed algorithm has a time 
complexity of O(M) as it takes a constant time in retrieving the MAC address from the Trie Data Structure which 
makes the proposed algorithm finer than all the existing algorithms. 
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